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So you want to join the fun on 

HF?
 Typical station

 Planning for your installation

 Antennas thoughts

 Radio features and ideas

 Accessories you will need

Do you really need convincing?



Setting goals

 Start small

 Keep it simple

 Big bang for the buck

 You deserve the best!

Set your goals, but know your limits!



Typical HF installation

Signal 

Entry

8’ Ground

Rod



Survey your kingdom!

A home installation takes some space, map out your:

 Power lines  KEEP AWAY 

 Trees 

 Roof gutters & chimney

 Soil, lawn, landscaping, hardscaping

 Neighbors

 Overhead & underground services

 HOA & codes restrictions

 Other aesthetic concerns 

Work with what you’re given…



Draw a diagram

Many gov’t 

agencies offer 

GIS & survey 

tools re: your 

property

You already paid 

for them so use 

them!

Use it to:

Determine 

boundary 

dimensions

Height ASL

Distance to trees, 

chimneys, roof 

tops.



Draw a diagram

Biggest problem: Power 

line

- In red

I can do wires in trees

- In yellow

I can put up a low-mast & 

manage about 11’ turning 

radius

- In green

I could put some items on 

the roof

• I prefer a visually lower 

profile

My neighbor to the west 

said she “don’t mind, its 

cool!”

• I’ve been eyeing her 

arbor



What about inside?

 Need enough space

 Quiet

 Comfortable

 Ease to run cables outside

 Access to electrical outlets

 Can you collocate?

 How good will it need to look?

Shake the Shack!



Just can’t swing it?

 Consider a portable/mobile antenna outside

 Antennas in the attic
 http://www.ac0c.com/main/page_prior_antennas_stealth_antenn

as.html

 Stealth  beware the landlords!

 Mobile/Portable  Be your own DXpedition

 Club stations & Guest Operation

 Remote station
 http://www.remotehamradio.com/

 Consider building your own (Clubs…hint…hint)

Accept the limitations and have fun!

http://www.remotehamradio.com/


Signal Entry Point



Signal Entry Point

 One of the most important aspects of your 
installation

 Keeps you & your loved ones safe

 Protects your property

 Better performance

This is where your cables enter from outside

& where you make the ground connection



Signal Entry Point



Signal Entry Point



Signal Entry Point



Signal Entry Point

Source: w8ji.com

You want your 

electrical service 

ground & your 

service entry 

ground to be 

connected!



Grounding resource

 Grounding & Bonding for the 

Radio Amateur, H. Ward Silver 

N0AX, ISBN: 978-1-62595-065-9

 http://w8ji.com

 http://www.k9yc.com/publish.htm

 http://www.arrl.org/electrical-

safety



Antennas!

Antennas are a system comprised of a 

radiating “structure” & transmission line, 

including matching devices.

Don’t forget your supporting structure



Antenna Rules of Thumb

 Put them up high

 Put them up in the clear

 Make them full-sized 

 Put up many & different

 Use the best wire, transmission line, connectors, 
electrical tape

…As is possible

Away from power lines



Antenna Topics

 Wire antennas are VERY effective

 Coax vs twin-lead
Both work well, coax is more convenient

Application dependent

 How many antennas should I have?
Start with one
Add more!

 Antenna switching - manual vs automated

 Lighting protection & RF grounding!



Antenna Supports

 Trees!

 Chimney

 Roof peak & eaves

 Guyed poles or tower (lucky dog)

 Invest in some really good rope

Dacron, Kevlar…UV rated

Not a place save money!



Antenna Choices

 Do you have “good” trees?

 Can you put up a guyed mast or two?

 Do you have 70-150 feet from support-to-support?
 Or at least one tree with 35-75 feet on either side of 

it?

 If so, consider a horizontal wire antenna

 Orient the ends N/S or NW/SE

Stay away from power lines!



Antenna Choices

 Can you only go up?

 Do you have a patch of lawn about 30’ – 60’ in 
diameter?

 Do you have “good” trees?

 If so, consider a vertical antenna hanging from a 
branch

 Self-supporting vertical is also an option

Stay away from power lines!



Single vs. Multi-band Antennas

 Ultimate: Multiple single band antennas
 An antenna for each band!

 Using ‘traps’ for two or more bands
 Often used on multiple band vertical antennas or yagis

 Wire Doublet antennas
 Often fed with open-wire line instead of coax

 Multi-band wire antennas – may or may not need an antenna match 
box
 G5RV (102’ multi-band doublet)

 Off-Center Fed Dipole (OCFD)

 Multi-band End-fed Half-wave (EFHW)

 Ground mounted 43’ vertical
 Needs a matching network at the base



Coaxial Feedlines

Not a place to save money!

 Use the best brand name, made in USA, 50-ohm coaxial cable 
you can afford
 RG-8X

 RG-213

 RG-8/U

 Direct Burial: DavisRF BuryFlex (9914F)

 Use good UHF connectors
 Silver-plated, Teflon

 Amphenol 83-1SP
 Or good US made clone

 The only electrical tape allowed
 Scotch Super 33+ & Super 88

 Scotch Linerless Rubber Tape

Solder or Crimp Connectors…let’s discuss



Solder vs. Crimp Connectors

 Depends on the connector
 UHF (PL259) are traditionally solder-type

 N & BNC are traditionally crimped, with a soldered center conductor

 Inside or outside?
 UHF outside - Soldered

 UHF inside – Crimped OK

 Regardless of location, tighten appropriately
 Use a wrench to tighten a quarter turn past hand-tight

 Make sure the UHF connector is seated properly

 Always properly tape to protect against moisture
 UHF & BNC are not moisture proof

 N connectors are moisture proof – tape them anyway!

 I always tape over heat-shrink connector boots



Do I need an Antenna Tuner?

…Maybe

 Many radios have tuners 

built-in

 Using a non-resonant 

antenna? Yes

 Using open-wire 

transmission line? Yes

 Using a resonant antenna? 

Maybe



Shortened Antennas

 Small and reduced sized 
antennas can be effective

 They will produce less gain 
than their full-sized 
counterparts

 Limitations in bandwidth

 Efficiency will be less than 
full-sized counterparts

Compromises, compromises



…Last rule of thumb

When you start thinking about getting an 
amplifier…

…think about what antenna improvements you 
can make.

DO THE ANTENNA IMPROVEMENTS FIRST

(stay away from power lines)



More about your Radio Room

 Comfortable room, climate/critter control

 Good task lighting from multiple sources

 Pay attention to desk & chair height

 Same rules for monitor, keyboard, mouse height

 Don’t injure yourself!

 May want to elevate the controls of your rig a little

 Strategic location of various adjustments

 Convenience & automation vs complexity

 Simple is generally better

 Get a decent chair!



Computers in the Shack?

 Accurate clock

 Following spots

 Logging contacts

 Propagation beacons

 Frequency control of radio

 Digital modes!

 Software Defined Radios SDR



DXWatch



DX Lab DX Suite



N1MM+ Contest Logger



PSKReporter



WSJT Modes: WSJT-X v1.8



The Shack Computer

 A decent one running a current operating system with a valid OS 
license!
 Old computers become difficult to repair & upgrade
 Logging requires very little processing power
 …but WSJT requires a little more processing power
 Need to patch & protect against malware & ransomware

 You need more than 4MB of memory!
 SDR or not?

 SDR requires even more processing power

 You will probably need three or more USB
 Good USB hub too

 Optional: full-sized keyboard, mouse or trackball
 As large a screen(s) as possible
 Decent internet is a must!



Logging Software

 Pick a package & stick with it

Brace yourself for a learning curve

 Not computer savvy? 

Focus upon simplicity

What do your ham radio buddies use?



Transceivers

 Get one!

 Most important: Good RX
 Sensitive, strong signal immunity, great audio

 Easy of use & controls placement

 Used & old rigs…buyer beware
 Older radios may lack ability to connect to your 

computer

 Older radios you will need a digital interface

 Panoramic scopes or traditional dial?

 Software defined radios…changing the game



To QRO or QRP…

…that is the question. How much power do you 
really need?

 Cost of QRP radios is low

 QRP can be frustrating

 JT modes, especially FT8, may be the wildcard…

Recommended for max fun: 100 watts



SNR Comparisons by Mode

Mode

SNR in 

2500Hz BW

Estimated 

Bits/Second

Transmission 

Length (x1 way)

SSB Voice +10 dB ~20 Variable

RTTY -5 dB 32 Variable

CW @ 40 WPM -6.7 dB 16 Variable

CW @ 20 WPM -9.7 dB 8 Variable

PSK31 -10 dB 31 Variable

CW @ 12 WPM -12 dB 4 Variable

FT8 -20 dB 5.9 13.5 sec

JT65 -24 dB 1.4 47 sec

JT9 -27 dB 1.7 49 sec

WSPR -29 dB 0.45 111 sec



Radio features I use all the time

 Tuning knob (and software 
control)

 Audio gain

 RF gain

 VFO A/B, split

 RIT

 Attenuation & pre-amp

 Bandpass filtering

 Noise reduction/blankers

 Power output

 Stacking band memories

 Automatic antenna tuner



My Radio Display



Radio features I Rarely Use

 Memories (other than for 60M)

 Notch filter (I have used auto notch on 
occasion)

 SSB squelch

 XIT Transmit Incremental Tuning

 Scanning

 AM/FM modes on HF

Glad they are there however!



Power Supply 
 Most radios do not have power supplies

 They use 13.8V DC

 Most accessories use 12V DC

 You will never apologize for having too big a power supply

 I recommend a 30A 13.8V supply

 Linear Supplies (traditional)
 Heavy and large

 Are typically low noise

 Switching Supplies
 Can be noise prone, but have gotten much better

 Small and light!

 Consider power distribution systems
 Anderson Power poles 

 expensive, but convenient

 Polarized

 Not sturdy when subjected to sideways pulling

 Many accessories use DC barrel connectors 
 there are several sizes to be aware of! IEC 601300-10

 AKA Type A 5.5mm OD, either 2.1mm or 2.5mm ID  ARRGH!

 Radios typically have some sort of Molex connector, and the cord 
typically comes with the rig…



Audio In and Out

 Hand mic if you must

 Desk or boom mic w/PTT 
or footswitch
 VOX

 Good communication 
headset

 Sturdy & preferably with 
replacement part 
availability

 We need a good quality, 
lower cost headset on the 
market

 External Speaker
 Good headphones



Digital Interface

 Need it if you are going to enjoy 
digital modes

 Newer radios have a great 
interface built-in

 Older rigs will need an outboard 
interface

 Two types of external interfaces; 
built in sound chip, those that use 
your computer sound card

 A ham-focused rig (SignaLink, 

Rig-blaster, Microham)

 An audio focused one (Xonar)

 You will need audio cables 
appropriate for your radio



Telegraph Key

 Precision device, so quality matters

 Avoid miniature keys as your first one

 A good straight key

 A nice iambic key



CW keying interface

 Use the one in your radio

 Step up to a dedicated device

 Also called ‘keyer’

 Sometimes the function is built into a digital 

interface

 WinkeyerUSB is fantastic product

 http://www.hamcrafters.com/



Software Defined Receivers

 Pros & cons

 I think everyone 

should own a 

“dongle”

RTL-CTL

Dxpatrol

Funcube Dongle 

Pro+

 It’s a software thing



SDR Software - HPSDR



SDR Software - Flex SmartSDR



SDR Software - SDRUno



QSLing, the Final courtesy

 Printed QSL cards

 A thank you, that other operators 

remember

 Logbook of the World (by the ARRL)

You don't need to be an ARRL member to use 

LoTW

But you do if you want DXCC, WAS, VUCC



Most Important Part: YOU!

 Get an ELMER

 Study and upgrade to the highest license class possible
 You gain more frequency spectrum!

 Embark upon a life-long journey of learning & experimentation
 Build a library with current Handbook, Antenna Book, Operating guides

 Commit to trying something new!
 FT8!

 CW!

 Operating is a SKILL…practice makes permanent
 That means listening to good DX and contest ops

 That means getting on the bands and making Qs!

 Make “doing it right” a habit



DX Code of Conduct
 I will listen, and listen, and then listen again before calling.

 I will only call if I can copy the DX station properly.

 I will not trust the DX cluster and will be sure of the DX station's call sign 
before calling.

 I will not interfere with the DX station nor anyone calling and will never tune 
up on the DX frequency or in the QSX slot.

 I will wait for the DX station to end a contact before I call.

 I will always send my full call sign.

 I will call and then listen for a reasonable interval. I will not call continuously.

 I will not transmit when the DX operator calls another call sign, not mine.

 I will not transmit when the DX operator queries a call sign not like mine.

 I will not transmit when the DX station requests geographic areas other than 
mine.

 When the DX operator calls me, I will not repeat my call sign unless I think 
he has copied it incorrectly.

 I will be thankful if and when I do make a contact.

 I will respect my fellow hams and conduct myself so as to earn their 
respect.



Thank you…

Keep it simple & fun!

Stay safe!

Go work some DX!


